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World Cast Anglers Introduces New Fly Fishing Adventures
Unique angling experiences available with WCA during the Summer 2010 season
(Victor, ID – June 9, 2010) – Known for their attention to detail in creating unique fly fishing adventures with
expert guides, World Cast Anglers (WCA) based in Jackson, WY with offices in Victor and Island Park, ID, has
added several new experiences to their 2010 summer fly fishing operation. With top Jackson Hole chefs joining
their South Fork overnights, access to the unique thrill of the “lake take,” and an exclusive Cast and Blast fall
package, WCA continues their legacy as the top fly fishing outfitter in the region.

WCA Guest Chef Overnight Adventures

With the addition of accomplished guest chefs from the Food & Wine recommended Rendezvous Bistro and the
New York Times recommended Sweetwater Restaurant, WorldCast Anglers is upping the ante on their popular
South Fork Hilton fly fishing overnights, trips that invite anglers to spend two days fishing one of the premier
dry fly fishing meccas in the western U.S.
This two-day adventure includes fishing on the famous South Fork of the Snake River, a magnificent backcountry
camp, chef-prepared meals and more trout than any other river in the local area. The first day is spent fishing the
upper section of the South Fork Canyon. Upon arriving at camp, groups will be met with a delicious selection of
appetizers before being served a three-course gourmet meal, complete with beer and wine, against a backdrop of
lush forest, a crackling fire and the mighty Snake River. The rest of the evening is enjoyed sharing fishing stories
beside a crackling fire. The next morning starts with a gourmet breakfast, while the guide preps the boat for the
16 miles of cliff walls, side channels, river braids and gravel bars that await on the South Fork.
(more)

WCA Lake and Reservoir Fishing
While not as well-known as revered watersheds, local lakes and reservoirs offer exceptional and distinctive
fishing opportunities. WCA has assembled an elite lake fishing team ready to help you experience the thrill of the
“lake take.” Imagine sight casting to cruising brown trout on Lewis Lake or experiencing the power of a monster
Henry’s Lake Hybrid. With no run-off to affect clarity, the lakes are the perfect place to seek jumbo trout during
the spring and fall.
WCA guide Curt Hamby offers a compelling view on lake fishing in our area: "About a one and half hour drive
from Victor, ID is a spring and fall fishing mecca. It's not one of those secret spots; during spring and fall you will
see a plethora of boats of all shapes and sizes heading there to catch a monster trout that moves to a leech, scud or
midge pattern. Henry's Lake, approximately 8 sq. miles and never more than 20 ft deep, is known for its huge
cutthroats, massive rainbow hybrids and jumbo brook trout. These trout move through the "tree tops", or
vegetation that have grown thick from the heat of the summer. As you strip your fly between the weeds, you can
feel the grass on every twitch, until wham!!! These fish hit so hard that I have watched a fish take a rod out of an
anglers hands. The fish will chase your fly all the way to the boat, and when you stop to pick up your fly for your
next cast, wham again! Brookies from 3 to 5 lbs are common, while the cutthroats and hybrids push into the
double digits. The ‘lake take’ is purely addictive."

WCA Fall Cast & Blast Adventures
Fall is the local’s favorite season in the Jackson Hole and Teton Valley area. Most summer visitors have left the
area, and cooler days and nights make for spectacular fishing on the local rivers. WCA and Blixt and Co. have
partnered to create the ultimate experience for anglers and wing-shooters. Blixt and Co. is one of the few driven
shooting operations in North America that grants access to the public, with the rare opportunity to shoot
authentic driven pheasants and partridges in Teton Valley, Idaho.
An exhilarating day starts with a morning at Lazy Triple Creek Ranch hunting walked-up pheasants and
partridges with Blixt and Co. guides and dogs. WCA fishing guides will pick you up at the ranch with lunches
packed and shuttle you to the river where hungry trout await. The 2010 Cast And Blast rate is $825 (per two
people) and includes: Traditional Walked-Up Hunting (eight pheasants or partridges limit), Blixt and Co. guide
and dog, shells, transportation to hunting grounds and to and from the river, WCA fishing guide, lunch, sodas
and waters, and Orvis Rods and Reels. Not included: hunting and fishing licenses, a small selection of flies
chosen by the guide, and gratuities. Guns can be rented for the day at Lazy Triple Creek. Cast and Blast trips are
offered on a limited basis through the fall hunting season.

About WorldCast Anglers
Offering the most permitted access to the renowned rivers and lakes of the region, and a staff of passionate and
professional guides with over 250 combined years on the water, WorldCast Anglers has a well-deserved
reputation as the premier fly fishing outfitter in the Tetons. WCA believes a great day on the water is as
dependent on the fishing as it is on anticipating and exceeding each anglers expectations and needs. All clients
receive personal attention to develop their ideal fly fishing itinerary and are matched with the guide and
environment best suited to their personality, ability and desires. Continuing the legacy of founders Vern and Joe
Bressler, WCA offers an accomplished and efficient staff who are committed to creating an exceptional fishing
experience unique to each angler.
Visit us at our three convenient locations: the ORVIS store in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, in downtown Victor,
Idaho, and Island Park, Idaho. For more information please contact us by phone at 800.654.0676 or by email at
gofish@worldcastanglers.com.

